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HAPPY EASTER, HAPPY PASSOVER &  IT’S SPRINGTIME! Thanks for supporting the LIARS  

John the Artist displayed sample plates…  

 

Superbird’s Hurst Olds 

 

 

Limited Editions 

                   Rev’s Magneto developed at clinic  

As we continue our 28
th

 year as a Club, let’s hope that in this New Year, we all stay healthy and that we can all 

attain some measure of prosperity.  Then perhaps we can build a new Club display…

MCB Contributors: John “The Buzzard”, Paul “Hammer” Drago & Superbird McMonte 

Mailing Crew & Repro: on extended leave. LIARS Web Page http://www.liarsmodelcarbuilders.com/ 

The LONG ISLAND AUTO REPLICA SOCIETY (L.I.A.R.S.) Model Car Briefs is dedicated to bringing you the 

best and most up to date information about our great hobby of model building

This month’s theme: 
Utility/ Commercial Vehicles 

http://www.liarsmodelcarbuilders.com/
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Please remember the needy and bring can goods to the monthly meetings 

 
LIARS Unofficial Official 

HOT STUFF 
Old & New 

Ladies & Gentlemen 

April theme is Utility/Commercial Vehicles. 

Thanks Rev for conducting the Magneto 

Clinic. This month, Superbird will be 

conducting the clinic.  

Thanks Hammer for conducting the meeting.  

Come join us for Pizza Night – open to all 

paid members only.  

I was hoping to join everyone for pizza night 

at this month's meeting. Unfortunately the 

infection in my groin area has taken a turn for 

the worse. I checking in today (4/12) at LIJ, 

on doctor's advice - 95% chance of major 

surgery to cure the problem. 

That’s it for now. Hope to see you at the 

meeting.  Rich 

r.argus@juno.comr.argus@juno.com 

In other news: The Plastic Police have spotted our 

esteemed leader, accompanied with the Veep, 

sneaking around several pizza parlors near the Rec 

Center. They were seen eating a slice at every stop, 

and taking notes. We don*t know what this is about, 

but it may have something to do with the clubs 

PIZZA NIGHT at the April  meeting. More details as 

they arrive. We managed to send some surveillance 

photos*. (Can’t eat another) 

 

 
 

Minutes of the LIARS March 2019 meeting 

 

Paul Drago opened the meeting at 8:10 p.m. 

Subjects discussed: 

 

1     Pat V. went over the club finances. We are 

still solvent! All members have paid their dues 

for 2019. 

2   Paul D. presented the membership with 

some rough layouts for a Club Business Card. 

Now all we need is an Art Director. 

3   April is going to be PIZZA NIGHT! At the 

March meeting we determined that 10 pies 

would be sufficient. Paul will order the pies. 

Mike B. will bring paper plates and we all will 

supply our own beverages. 

4    Mickey (aka Dom) will perform a demo on 

how to paint accurate Thin Red Line Tires next 

month. 

5    Lenny performed a demo on how to make 

Magnitos. Many of us missed it ‘cause it wasn’t 

announced. 

6    Theme for April is Utility / Commercial 

Vehicles. 

7    Greg Hunt will be taking photos for the 

website at the April meeting. 

Meeting closed at 8:35 p.m. 

Respectively submitted, G. Hunt 

 

Re Subject 5-this can happen when too many 

simultaneous discussions are ongoing Dr. V  

mailto:r.argus@juno.comr.argus@juno.com
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Some Words from the Editor At Large 

We all need to understand the ability of anyone 

to keep current with the various modeling webpage 

sites. A number of the modeling sites now stress 

Facebook &/or other social media sites, which your 

editor has difficulty accepting. Can someone please 

step up to the plate to maintain an overarching 

reference file that Greg Hunt could install on the 

LIARS website? 

It has been suggested that we resurrect a MCB 

Parts/kits Wanted beyond our monthly filler. 

Repeat request: Any volunteer(s) to organize? 

Bill G. suggested members develop a Worse kit 

I ever built article for MCB inclusion. 

 

You Gotta be ORGANIZED! 
Hammer sez- *an organized work shop makes 

better models* 

I have a quantity of organizational and storage 

items such as small 

parts storage, stacking trays, bins, containers, 

and many other useful 

items too many to include here. Also some 

tools. I will bring in printed *catalog* sheets: 

All you need to do is sign for any item you are 

interested in, and I will bring it to the next 

meeting: Thanks, Paul. 

 

Original 3 in 1 Type AMT, MPC, JOHAN, SMP, etc. 

models in any condition. 1950s through 70s, as well 

as, promos; built either beautiful or ugly, parts, boxes 

Also Franklin/ Danbury Mints, Pocher…contact 

Walt, Gary “Get It on Paper”, or any other member. 

Call your Editor @ (516) 293-6378 if all else fails.  
In case you forgot what a commercial vehicle is 

 
Examples from recent Downeastcon contest 

 

First Impressions 

 
If you’re interested in the Limited Edition 

models displayed on page 1 - Guess what? 

April Fool…  

We had a total of 30 members attending 

including one new member: Walter Frey, 

frey426@verizon.net. Walter is into 1:1 drags/ 

hot rods & model building. Suggest assigns 

426 as his LIARS nickname. Here’ one of his 

racers  

 
LIARS… 

Let’s return to those Days Of Olde..We’ll start 

with a dealer’s ad “Authentic scale models of 

America’s favorite automobiles for 1956. 

 

mailto:frey426@verizon.net
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How about sharing pictures of your Man Cave? 

This is at the top of Dr. V’s Bucket List… 

 

 

Additional March LIARS Meeting Pictures 

Video of Pictures…. If you have computer access … 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o9kkUp4y2qc&t=14s 

 

 
Here’s John showing his latest creation. 

  

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o9kkUp4y2qc&t=14s
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Rev’s latest models include: 

 

 

 
One more member picture 

 

What’s this SLAM CONTEST   anyway? 

In the olde days, the club had a contest 

Simply put: The contest shall take place 
outside, in the parking lot in area that is 

large enough to accommodate the 
activity: a model car is placed on the 
ground: the contestant climbs a ladder 

and drops a heavy object (usually the 
head of a sledge hammer) and attempts 

to land directly on the model thereby 
smashing it and sending pieces flying in 
all directions. The distance of a piece 

that flies the furthest is recorded. The 
process continues until all contestants 
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have done so thus. At the conclusion of 
such activity, the distances are tallied 

and the person whose piece has gone the 
furthest distance is declared the winner!   
NOW fast forward. (But still in the old days) 
Hammer stepped in to make it even more fun 
and appealing. A 24 inch square plywood base 
with target and graphics is used to stage the 
model. After each “slam” the remains are 
collected in a plastic bag with contestant’s 
entry # and name. At the next meeting, awards 
are presented and TROPHYS given for the 
following Categories. First place Grand Master 
SLAM most distance: second and third place 
based on distance: and a special “Clunker 
Award” for the distance LEAST traveled.  
To do so, all we need is a few volunteers: The 
day of the contest you bring your entry, sign 
up on a roster which corresponds to a 
number: Each contestant is then called to the 
ladder to perform the demise of their car. The 
distance is recorded and the majority of 
remains at the target are swept into a plastic 
bag. Next meeting the trophies are awarded 
which is made in part of the remains of the 
car. 
Rules: yes, but it’s very simple. *The entry 
must be a vehicle from a plastic model kit, 
(car, truck, motorcycle,) composed primarily 
of polystyrene. (Resin optional) 

  
*Model must be completed. No loose 

parts will be allowed.  
 
*No pre-built such as promotional 

models or diecasts.  
 

*No explosives, springs, or 
mechanically aided projectiles are allowed. 
  

*You will be given as many chances as 
it takes to hit your model. But once you 
hit, for better or worse, that is the ONLY 
hit that counts.  

 
Members with questions or comments are 
invited to openly discuss at any meeting, all 
ideas will be considered or voted on.  
 

 

Mental Floss from John the Buzzard 

It’s been a while since I last made any 

contribution.  The last time I did so, I was 

gainfully employed.  Not so any longer.  On 

November 30, I was advised by my supervisor 

that we had to “part ways”.  See, he advised 

me that there had been two “official” 

complaints from customers about me; in fact, 

those customers were at two different sites in 

the same healthcare system.  Funny thing is 

that when I asked him if there was any 

documentation, he hesitated and answered 

“No”.  Something worth mentioning is the fact 

that that supervisor was a person who 

consistently advised us “If it isn’t documented, 

it didn’t happen.”  Go figure.  I didn’t bother to 

discuss the situation; I merely said “Fine” and 

headed to my office.  After I gathered my stuff, 

I made sure to advise the (totally useless) HR 

person that I was the fifth person to leave that 

department in a little over two years, and I 

added that their loss was my gain.  I received 

my first Social Security direct deposit on 2/13 

and will be acquiring my pension payments 

shortly.  Yep, I am officially retired.  Emily is 

getting tired of working, too, so her retirement 

isn’t far off.   

The money is a little tight right now, but 

Emily and I had been discussing downsizing 

for some time now.  I’m pretty sure that I 

wrote about this previously.  Anyhow, we have 

been working with a realtor and are seriously 

considering a slightly (approx. 500 sq ft) 

smaller, brand new ranch home with 8’ 

ceilings and 4 bedrooms and an attached, two 

car garage.  We have plenty of equity in our 

home, so we’ll be able to put down a sizeable 

down payment.  Combine that with lower 

property taxes and utility bills and out monthly 

payments will be far more comfortable.  And, 

we will have some annuities coming in, so it’s 

not going to be too bad at all.  Perhaps we 

won’t be able to do that world cruise or rent a 

chalet in Gstaad, but that’s life.  As long as we 

have our hobby room and each other, we’ll do 

OK. 

On to model stuff.  I’m still working on that 

’68 Road Runner and it seems that I’ll be doing 

so for a while.  I wasn’t happy with the 

original intake system, so I changed it to a 

cross-ram with two slightly more realistic 

AFBs.  And, I scrapped the power steering 

pump due to the confined spaces under the 

hood.  I did away with the original mechanical 

fuel pump, installed a block-off plate in place 

and fabricated an in-line electric pump and 

fuel filter to hang under the chassis.  I found it 

too difficult to plumb from that pump to both 

carbs.  They will instead connect to a fuel 

block on the right inner fender via two more 
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in-line filters.  Right now, I’m stuck on air 

cleaners.  I tried several ways to realistically 

duplicate the Lynx type air cleaners using the 

parts found in every AMT B-body kit but kept 

running into brick walls.  I made a pair using 

the small, round air cleaners from the same kit 

and some sheet styrene but that lack 

something, too.  And, I bought a pair of small 

Detailmaster aluminum assemblies, but they 

just don’t have the right look.  I’ll come up 

with something… eventually. 

Most of the chassis components are 

complete.  I have some touch-up and detail 

painting to do, as well as plumbing and 

mechanical (e-brake) linkage for the rear 

brakes.  The driveshaft is ready to install once 

the safety loop is in place.  I’d like to be able 

to duplicate the hex inserts in the torsion bar 

ends, but I have absofrigginglutely no idea of 

how to do that.  The back end of the torsion 

bar is much like the business end of a socket, 

so that the appropriate tool can be inserted to 

tweak the bar to raise or lower the front end 

(my Challenger was lowered 1.5” that way).  

And, the front end components are just about 

done, except for hose fittings for the brake 

lines. 

The inner fenders and firewall have been 

secured to the chassis; the front bulkhead has 

been installed to the body.  I hope to be able 

to install the engine in the chassis, then install 

the headers without too may problems.  There 

will be a lot of hoses and wires to be 

connected, too; I hope that I made all those 

fittings strong enough to hold up. 

 

 

 
   The starter leads will be connected once the 

engine is securely in the chassis, and a lot of 

other little details will be tended to at the 

same time.  I’ll be heading back upstairs in a 

few to work on the battery.  The Die Hard logo 

for that is a whole ‘nother story for another 

time. 

While going through my stash, I found this 

original, built by my Dad many, many years 

ago.  He built a lot of models, but he wasn’t 

into it the way I am; he did his own thing very 

often, hence, the markings: 

 
 

 
 

 
     As far as I can tell, all the parts are there, 

but the antenna is broken.  The hood is loose 

but there’s no engine below it.  That’s fine.  I 

want to disassemble it the model, clean it up, 

repair it as needed (some body work) and 

rebuild it with my own, personal touches.  

Emily thinks I should leave it as is, complete 

with the “WASH ME” on the roof.  That way, I 

won’t have to worry about doing any damage 

to any of the parts.  That does make sense, but 

what fun is that?  I think it would look cool in 

the right color, with some BMF or Molotow 

chrome trim, some embossing powder and 

other little details in the interior.  To be 

continued…   

Take care of yourselves and keep building.  

Whatever you’re doing, try to enjoy 

yourselves.     The Buzzard 

 

 

Courtesy of Tom/Spotlight Hobbies 
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Candidate LIARS Business Card (8) variations of ideas for consideration. 

 
We will also be discussing a LIARS flyer to be handed out at events, e.g., car shows. 
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DATE 

To:  

 

Dear:  

 

… 

 
Sincerely, 

 

NAME 

TITLE: 

 

http://liarsmodelcarbuilders.com   
 

LIARS Annual (2019) INPUT SHEET: 

Here is your chance to have some input into this club without having everyone know where it 

came from.  If you have a suggestion, an idea, or a problem you would like to discuss please put it 

in righting on this sheet and it will be discussed at the next meeting. Please bring your filled out 

sheet with you. ALL subjects and suggestions will be brought up in front of the club.  

YOU DO NOT HAVE TO SIGN THIS SHEET. 

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 
The LIARS Club invites and welcomes all who enjoy the scale auto (& of course commercial, as 

well as, 2 & 3 wheel vehicles) replicas in miniature hobby. If it has wheels bring it to a meeting!
This could be the LIARS Bus - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

 as in model cars 

Candidate LIARS Business Letter... 

Long Island Auto Replica Society 
We are all about MODEL CARS 

 

Dedicated to preserving and sharing the love of the scale modeling hobby. 

 

 

Rich Argus President. 

3089 North Jerusalem Road  

Levittown, NY 11756 

 

Home: 516-579-3379 

Cell: 516-884-2270 

 

 
 

http://liarsmodelcarbuilders.com/
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Jaguar short nose D-type from street 

to race 
By Superbird McMonte, April 1 in On The 

Workbench  

I discovered these cars almost 20 years ago 

when I was working for a model builder. Ever 

since then I wanted to build a 1/24 or 

1/25 scale replica D-type short nose race car. 
 

There was a slot car available in that scale but 

it is not proportioned well at all. So I found a 

Revell  of Germany XK SS and I decided to 

convert it to race form.  
 

So last night I decided to try and detail up one 

of the wheels make it a little more accurate. 

My okan was to cast it in resin. So I threw it in 

the purple pond last night. Small issue, or 

should I say large? I will let the pictures speak 

themselves, but has anyone else had this 

happen?   
 

 

I don’t want an Donk race car! 

 

Next - Hint: Next Clinic 

 

Hurst Shifter factory spelling error, rare! 

OK, sorry for the miss leader! But it was kindly 

pointed out to me that I missed spelled the 

word “Hurst” on my shifter and have since 

corrected it. 

 

After  

 

http://www.modelcarsmag.com/forums/profile/17992-superbird-mcmonte/
http://www.modelcarsmag.com/forums/forum/3-on-the-workbench/
http://www.modelcarsmag.com/forums/forum/3-on-the-workbench/
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Project 1969 Hurst Olds convertible 
By:Superbird McMonte  

I saw this car on an episode of Muscle Car 

of the Week. According to the show, two were 

built initially and one burned to the ground. So 

they built a third one to replace it. 

I like building unusual cars and this seemed 

to fit the bill. Plus I’m a fan of the Hurst Olds 

cars. I started with the most recent issue of 

the Hurst Olds hard top, cutting the roof off. I 

reshaped the decklid by bending it more level 

with the ground. I did not however around the 

corners closest to the interior. 

On the show there was a platform mounted 

on the deck lid of the car. It had a giant Hurst 

shifter sticking out of it. It was used as a 

promo car and Linda Vaughn would stand up 

there on the back as they drove it down the 

track. 

Here are a couple of pictures of the build 

up. The gearshift and platform are completely 

scratch built. Check out the link for the 

complete build process. 

Thanks for looking! Questions and 

comments welcome. 

 

 

 

https://public.fotki.com/superbird440/model_cars-
1/1969-hurst-olds/  

 

 

 

 

 

http://wwwboard2.spotlighthobbies.com/cgi-bin/bbs62x/webbbs_config.pl?page=1;md=profile;id=superbird+mcmonte
https://public.fotki.com/superbird440/model_cars-1/1969-hurst-olds/
https://public.fotki.com/superbird440/model_cars-1/1969-hurst-olds/
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Recently there have been numerous web 

comments regarding Model Cars future. Dr. V 

just rec’d: 2019 Model Cars Magazine Update 

I know it's been a while, a loooonnnngggg 

while, since any of you have received your 

copy of Model Cars Magazine. I just wanted to 

give everyone a quick update, to let you all 

know, that I'm still here, and I'm not giving 
up… 

 

This will be my first Contest Issue by myself 

since Harry Pristovnik passed away. I'm going 

to be doing my best to follow his style and 

techniques, and I hope you can bear with me 

as I do this. This cover is my first rough draft, 

and chances are, it won't be the one you get 

mailed to you in a couple of weeks. It's just an 

idea, and it's a big learning curve for me. I am 

hoping to get this out in the next couple of 

weeks (by May 1, 2019), and then it's 24/7 

working on the next issues.  

 

 

I do need to get more content, articles, and 

features for the next issues of the magazine, 

so if you have any ideas, suggestions, or 

thoughts, send me an email.  

 

Thank you all for your patience with me. Not 

only has this been a wild and crazy ride, and 

it's not over, but your support and kind words 

really mean a lot to me.  

As for a health update, I had the 8th back 

surgery February 19, and so far, it's not been 

good. They implanted a spinal stimulator, and 

it hasn't done what it's supposed to do, yet. 

There's still hope.  

 

Mahalo nui loa 

(thank you very much) 

 

 

BREAKING NEWS - Zapping the brains of people over 60 with a mild electrical current improved a form of 

their memory enough that they performed like people in their 20s, a new study has found. So watch out you 

young whipitsnappers, us members of the over the hill gang just might beat you in a model contest! 

Someday, people might visit model car clinics, such as the LIARS to boost this ability, which declines both in 

normal aging and in dementias like Alzheimer’s disease, said researcher Robert Reinhart of Boston University. 

How about that!  - - - - Now go build a model - - -Then to the Pizza …

 


